
>Fixed Mindset: 
 
>>  Ashley P:In school I believed I was good at reading and bad at math- 
>>and I still do. 
>>  Cindy McKibben:I had a fixed mindset towards math.  My mindset has 
>>definitely changed since then! I limited my options by believing my fixed 
>>mindset. 
>>  Patty Brown:I definitely believed that only certain people could do 
>>art. 
>>  Patty Brown:And I wasn't one of them. 
>>  Diane Crockett:I thought it was all about "talent" 
>>  Mark West:I had a fixed mindset throughout school 
>>  Igiugig AJ:I was a successful student because I knew my hard work is 
>>what helped me do well.  I did, however, feel better about some subjcts 
>>than others. 
>>  Debbie:I cannot play a musical instrument!! 
>>  Debra hart:You are describing myself! 
>>  Frances:I had a growth mindset, if I could work at it I would be able 
>>to do it 
>>  Jansy Hansen:When I was a young student I thought people were smart or 
>>not. Now I don't believe that. Training and expierence as a parent, and 
>>educator has changed that. 
>>  Mellisa Follette:I had a fixed mindset about Math during highschool. I 
>>went to college and realized I was actually really good at it! I just 
>>never gave myself a chance to be good 
>>  Lane Johnson:I had a growth mindset, spent time working at what I 
>>wanted to be good at.  But was nervous about not performing well 
>>  Jim Sheufelt:I believed in fixed mindset in music. 
>>  Kelley Harvey:I think parents can really set a mindset for their kids. 
>>I was the smart one, my sister was the pretty one.  As adults we realize 
>>how much that influenced our lives. 
>>  Pam:I was lucky to grow up in a growth mindset community school, the 
>>exception was that girl's shouldn't be farmers! 
>>  Teresa Paukan:I thought people were good people or not and that didn't 
>>change 
>>  chrystal goodrich:I didn't have confidence in reading and math, and for 
>>all parts of academics. I did not believe I was smart and I am still 
>>effected today. I work hard everyday to tell myselft "I am smart and I 
>>can do this!" 
>>  Mark West:I tried for years to play an instrument but I could never 
>>keep on key. 
>>  Heather Berry:I actually had a growth mindset. My mom was an extremely 
>>positive person and taught me growth mindset 
>>  Kevin:I have changed since I was a student. I was definitely fixed 
>>mindset toward math all through elementary school. It wasn't until high 
>>school that my mindset changed. 
>>  Shari Neth:Fixed mindset - afraid to try the more difficult math, 
>>science, and physics classes in HS,; didn't want to lower my GPA. I wish 
>>now that I had taken the harder classes! 
>>  Igiugig AJ:I do hear my students using growth mindset language. 
>>  Emily:I was really good at art, literature, and music, but I had a 
>>teacher who told me you couldn't be good at math and art... that I had to 
>>pick. So I did. 
>>  Deanne Carroll:I was told by a teacher that I couldn't read and that 
>>the book the class was reading was too hard so I should go work on 
>>something else.  - Made me mad and wanted to prove him wrong. 
>>  Lee Waters:My mindset has changed since being a college student taking 
>>math classes, learned that I wasn't really bad in math- I just didn't 
>>have good instruction. 



>>  Lane Johnson:Now I am more willing to take chances and not as worried 
>>about what others think 
>>  Alex Van Wyhe:My mindset changed from fixed to growth when I shifted 
>>from a public high school to a competitive private school. The level of 
>>challenge that I encountered forced me to realize that to stay on par 
>>with my peers required a different level of commitment to my own learning 
>>than I had previously realized was necessary/possible. 
>>  chrystal goodrich:I completely believe there is a "mindset" and it's 
>>not eady to change. 
>>  Hailey Wooldridge:I had more of a growth mindset about myself as a 
>>student but feel more "fixed" now regarding myself. 
>>  LeeAnn Tyree:I didn't always do want I wanted to do because I was 
>>afraid of failing.  Without being encouraged as a child you may doubt 
>>yourself. As I got older I realized I was very tenacious and 
>>self-motivated. 
>>  Patty Brown:I would have exposed myself to more opportunities. 
>>  Kevin:I am more willing to take chances now than I was when I was 
>>younger. 
>>  Bonnie:My mind set as a young female student was shaped by my parents. 
>>I was raised believing I could do anything if I gave it my best. 
>>  Lee Waters:Now I am careful not to highlight intelligence for the sake 
>>of being smart but to highlight the reasons behind intelligence and the 
>>many different ways to demonstrate that intelligence. 
>>  Bonnie:can't hear you 
>>  Mark West:as an adult I started realizing that most everything I do or 
>>want to do I can get better at. 
>>  Igiugig AJ:People DO judge those mistakes, unfortunately. 
>>  chrystal goodrich:Awesome comment Lee!! 
>>  Lee Waters:Thanks Chrystal  :) 
>>  Cheryl Stovner:I was told in high school I should not go to college 
>>would never make it..that made me go finish it and beyond. 
>>  Lee Waters:Good for you Cheryl! 
>>  Mark West:I never until HS believed that I could enjoy PE. My PE 
>>teacher totally made me believe I could never excel. 
>>  Igiugig AJ:A self-fulfilling prophecy 
>>  Jansy Hansen:@Cheryl S- I as "encouraged" learn secretary skills and 
>>was told that college might not be the right choice for me.... 
>>  Teresa Paukan:they gave up on the kids right off the bat 
>>  chrystal goodrich:MY 
>>  Cindy McKibben:Your beliefs affect your verbal and non-verbal 
>>communication towards students. 
>>  Deanne Carroll:Student's rise to the level of their teacher's 
>>expectations 
>>  Bonnie Lind:you usually get what you expect 
>>  Ashley P:the teacher pushed them to work hard because they knew it 
>>would work 
>>  Patty Brown:If you believe in a kid, they feel it! 
>>  Chris and Katy:Pygmalion Effect 
>>  Igiugig AJ:Example is most powerful teaching tool 
>>  Emily:because the educator works hard with a growth mindset 
>>  Kevin:Students feed off of your attitude 
>>  Pam:expectations....self-fulfilling... 
>>  Mark West:give up on kids after labeled "trouble" 
>>  Mellisa Follette:If you believe they will learn to as well! 
>>  Cheryl Stovner:if teacher believes kids will follow 
>>  Hailey Wooldridge:Educators can give kids a perspective that they don't 
>>hear all the time and they might listen to it more than parents 
>>  Jansy Hansen:Agree with verbal and non verbal communication. Kids now 
>>what you think of them... 



>>  Heather Berry:Students understand much more in regards to our mindsets 
>>than we could ever imagine. They can 'feel' your love or disgust for your 
>>job. 
>>  chrystal goodrich:"mindset' matters because what I say will effect my 
>>students' minds for the rest of their life. 
>>  Lee Waters:It can have a tremendous impact on whether or not you 
>>succeed, believe in yourself, lingering impact on who you are and become. 
>>  Shari Neth:If we believe that kids can't learn, why are we teachers? 
>>  Mark West:No great can learning can occur without relationships. 
>>  Lane Johnson:Confirmation errors, you only see what you believe, things 
>>that don't fit get ruled out or not noticed 
>>  Mark West:That is a very good question Shari. 
>>  Frances:your expectation of them, makes them either believe they can or 
>>not 
>>  chrystal goodrich:I have the power to help students believe, and 
>>realize they can work through all problems and academics. 
>>  Cheryl Stovner:behavior can also be changed 
 
Praise: 
>>  Emily:your smart 
>>  Mark West:Your smart. 
>>  Emily:you're* 
>>  Ashley P:"you're smart" 
>>  Deanne Carroll:You're smart 
>>  Shari Neth:intelligence was praised when they got it 
>>  Igiugig AJ:"you're so smart" 
>>  Teresa Drawdy:Yes telling them they were smart. 
>>  Jansy Hansen:"you'r smart" etc 
>>  Pam:ditto smart 
>>  Debbie:you are intelligent and praised 
>>  Igiugig AJ:easy ones 
>>  Teresa Drawdy:lower level. 
>>  Martha Gould-Lehe:That must've taken a lot of effort 
>>  Pam:easier ones 
>>  Ashley P:the easiest ones 
>>  Emily:easy tasks 
>>  Mark West:Easier 
>>  Cindy McKibben:th esame ones 
>>  Debbie:easy 
>>  Chad Frey:Easier 
>>  Kevin:easy 
>>  Alex Van Wyhe:Ones where they knew they could be successful with 
>>minimal effort 
>>  chrystal goodrich:I am sorry but I wasn't able to view the video yet. 
>>  Shari Neth:the easier ones 
>>  Jansy Hansen:easy- ones the knew they were successful at 
>>  Igiugig AJ:they don't want to risk not knowing 
>>  Mark West:effort 
>>  Cindy McKibben:I like how you kept trying 
>>  Emily:wow you worked really hard. 
>>  Ashley P:"You worked hard" 
>>  Igiugig AJ:"you must have tried really hard" 
>>  Teresa Drawdy:You worked hard.  Effort 
>>  Alex Van Wyhe:"You must have worked hard at this" 
>>  Kevin:effort 
>>  Jansy Hansen:effort, etc. 
>>  Martha Gould-Lehe:sticking with it 
>>  Teresa Drawdy:harder stuff 
>>  Mark West:harder 



>>  Emily:They wanted to do the hard tasks 
>>  Cindy McKibben:wanted to do the harder ones 
>>  Ashley P:the harder ones 
>>  Kevin:more challenging tasks 
>>  Pam:harder ones 
>>  Martha Gould-Lehe:the harder ones 
>>  Jansy Hansen:more challenging 
>>  Igiugig AJ:challenging ones 
>>  Martha Gould-Lehe:they wanted the challenge 
>>  Shari Neth:you worked really hard." "Great effort." willing to try 
>>challenging ones 
>>  JoNell Wallace:Hi Chad Frey! 
>>  Chad Frey:Hi JoNell! 
>>  Igiugig AJ:how beneficial is it to overtly teach the two mindsets to 
>>children? to think metacognitively? 
>>  Patty Brown:I feel like I have a growth mindset, really believe in 
>>kids' ability, but I am not selling the idea to my students  very well. 
>>Not applying it effectively. 
>>  Igiugig AJ:it makes the other kids feel dumb 
>>  Mark West:i have more of a fixed mindset myself yet I strive to teach a 
>>growth mindset. 
>>  Teresa Drawdy:I see it in my students.  In one class, I was told they 
>>were high absenteeism, not doing too much work, very low skill.  So, I 
>>took to overexplaining and going real slow.  Then, I had a sub and gave 
>>them skills builders and they blew them away.  So, now I just expect they 
>>can do something and they do. 
>>  Bonnie Lind:Wow, it looks like you already knew that very well! 
>>  Shari Neth:You finished this quickly. Try these now(higher level) 
>>  Martha Gould-Lehe:You sovled this very quickly, can you think of 
>>another way you might solve this? 
>>  Teresa Drawdy:I don't know.........I thought about this earlier. 
>>  Chad Frey:Hey I noticed you finished early, here are some extensions I 
>>have planned that would really challenge you. 
>>  Beth S.:I would tell her I admire her focus and effort, then ask if she 
>>would be willing to help a classmate. 
>>  Debbie:Wow. Can you explain to me how you got your answers. 
>>  Cindy McKibben:Can I clone you? Just kidding. 
>>  Lane Johnson:Looks like I am going to have to find more challenging 
>>work for you. 
>>  Deanne Carroll:Wow, you worked through those problems quickly.  Nice 
>>job. 
>>  Patty Brown:Looks like I gave you an assignment for which you had ready 
>>strategies. Let me see if I can challenge you more. 
>>  Teresa Paukan:I have a girl like that in my class 
>>  Anna Karron:wow that was pretty easy, let's try some problems that 
>>challenge you 
>>  Cindy McKibben:I like Patty's answer 
>>  Jansy Hansen:I would like to hear how you solved problems. 
>>  chrystal goodrich:I would tell Carmen I appreciate that you paid 
>>attention, how about I have you work on antother assignment. 
>>  Jonathan Smith:You did well, did you check your answers?  Were any of 
>>these problems particularly challanging for you? 
>>  Chris and Katy:Boy it seems like you really know that.  Can you figure 
>>out some questions that others may find challenging? 
>>  JoNell Wallace:"Carmen, thank you for focusing on this assignment. 
>>Looks like you gave it your best effort." 
>>  Pam:I'm wondering....did you challenge yourself to think in a new way 
>>about this? 
>>  Mellisa Follette:Carmen, it shows to me that you have been paying 



>>attention and studying for the test! That's great! 
>>  Jem Gaceta:I noticed that you were able to get these questions quickly, 
>>how about showing _______ how to do it. 
>>  Chad Frey:Work is not punishment 
>>  Mark West:Jem I like your answer. 
>>  Lee Waters:Jem's answer is a good one but keep in mind the student may 
>>not want to do it, as it may make her feel singled out 
>>  chrystal goodrich:I agree, I like your comment Jem! 
>>  chrystal goodrich:I would ask Carmen how she felt about the assignment 
>>  Mark West:Lee I did not think about that but it is a great point. 
>>  chrystal goodrich:I have students that comment to me on assignments. 
>>  Chad Frey:What does he like? 
>>  Ashley P:This one is even tougher... 
>>  Cindy McKibben:A private conversation to see if my worry is true or 
>>not. 
>>  Martha Gould-Lehe:I would ask him what his goals for the class? for 
>>himself? 
>>  chrystal goodrich:Jamal I would like to sit with you and have you do 
>>some of your work with me. 
>>  Deanne Carroll:Are you happy with your effort on this assignment? 
>>  Chad Frey:You can't help him if you don't know him 
>>  Beth S.:I would talk to him about what his goals are. 
>>  Emily:Have them work together? 
>>  Jansy Hansen:I would have a conversation with him to see where he is 
>>coming from and why he does what he does 
>>  Anna Karron:so many kids have learned they can get away with this! it's 
>>the easier route they don't want to put the effort in 
>>  chrystal goodrich:I agree Chad! 
>>  Chris and Katy:You're such a remoarkable student, I wonder what it 
>>would look like if you  worked harder? 
>>  Shari Neth:Maybe state what you observe to the student, and ask him 
>>what he thinks. 
>>  Mellisa Follette:I would talk to him about leadership. Why be a 
>>follower when he could lead! 
>>  Cheryl Stovner:is this really your best effort? 
>>  Lee Waters:Private conversation for sure as there could more than just 
>>academics involved or find a group activiity that he and his friends can 
>>do - all on the same playing field. 
>>  Mark West:You have to make sure your careful to not make the rest of 
>>the class against him. 
>>  Jonathan Smith:I have many students who fit this scenerio, and I agree 
>>with the comments above the relationship you have with the student 
>>determines how you approach the issue 
>>  Kelley Harvey:I would try for a pep talk approach telling him how I 
>>know he is so capable to do more.  Try to see why he is doing the bare 
>>minimum. 
>>  Patty Brown:I would say that I could see him considering going to 
>>college sometime down the road and think investing in learning all kinds 
>>of strategies now will pay off. 
>>  Bonnie Lind:I'd like to know how you're feeling about school? Is there 
>>anything I can do to help? 
>>  Heather Berry:What about talking to him about 'full potential'? Explain 
>>what you enjoyed about his work and that you'd love to see more???? 
>>  Hailey Wooldridge:Point out what they contribut eto the class when 
>>they're engaged while encouraging them to continue 
>>  Debbie:Hey you passed! 
>>  Anna Karron:that is SO awesome! 
>>  Shari Neth:I wish all of my students worked as hard as you do. You 
>>never quit. That's awesome! 



>>  Emily:It's ok because your working really hard some people just don't 
>>take tests well and that is OKAY 
>>  Teresa Drawdy:praise the effort he has given.  (specifically). 
>>  chrystal goodrich:Your efforts really show how hard you are working!! 
>>  Ashley P:Continue working hard and you will catch up! 
>>  Patty Brown:You have shown so much commitment to your  work. I will be 
>>so excited to  see how your grade goes up by the end of the quarter. 
>>  Chad Frey:Look at all the work you put in.  Stay with it! 
>>  Martha Gould-Lehe:Your effort has paid off! You passed and with this 
>>kind of persistence you will continue to accomplih your goals! 
>>  Kevin:praise his efforts and the improvements he has shown 
>>  Jonathan Smith:I focus on the effort and the gains made by the effort. 
>> I talk honestly about the fact that people vary in how much time it 
>>takes to learn 
>>  David:progress not perfection 
>>  Kelley Harvey:I know how hard you have been working and it is paying 
>>off!  Now we need to keep it up and see where we go. 
>>  Frances:I'm so glad you worked hard and passed! 
>>  Alex Van Wyhe:I would first check if it is an issue with the test style 
>>first. Talk through the answers and see if it is an issue in 
>>understanding or expression. Then praise the effort. 
>>  chrystal goodrich:How are you feeling about your grades? 
>>  Hailey Wooldridge:Point out that continuing to work like this and the 
>>semester score will be where he/she wants it 
>>  Heather Berry:Explain how he earned the grade and what aspects he can 
>>work on next time to achieve even more. 
>>  Beth S.:I would tell him his hard work is paying off.  He is improving 
>>and will continue to do so 
>>  Jansy Hansen:I am impresses by your committment to learn and can tell 
>>you growing in your learning 
>>  Lee Waters:Is the grade the immediate focus or seeing the big picture 
>>of progress vs an end result? 
>>  Cheryl Stovner:ok, lets try to problem solve this 
>>  chrystal goodrich:The quality of your work is important and I can see 
>>that you care. 
>>  Debbie:He might know the material. Maybe he could take the test orally 
>>next time. 
>>  Chris and Katy:You're trying to improve your knowledge.  It takes 
>>awhile to learn.  Learning isn't a straight path.  Are you meeting your 
>>goals for improvement 
>>  Patty Brown:And maybe talk about some new strategies as he learns how 
>>he learns. 
>>  Jonathan Smith:Oddly enough, I find tht students "get" this concept far 
>>before some parents 
>>  Kelley Harvey:I think I would also own this and say "let's figure out 
>>another way to practice this or study this.... something like that. 
>>  Mark West:Can we talk about what you didn 
>>  Deanne Carroll:We may need to try a different approach. 
>>  Lee Waters:Debbie, excellent point 
>>  Lane Johnson:I might predict that with continued effort the results 
>>will come 
>>  Mark West:Can we talk about what you didn't understanad that we can 
>>work on improving. 
>>  Lee Waters:Or use the test as an instructional tool, together for 
>>feedback 
What did you learn from mistakes :) 
>>  Chad Frey:Not to do it again. 
>>  Emily:My dad was right. 
>>  Jem Gaceta:Learning the hard way... 



>>  Heather Berry:When you marry a man/woman...you marry their family! :0 
>>  Hailey Wooldridge:Changing the radio station while driving on ice is 
>>not a good idea 
>>  Beth S.:It's easier to work hard on the front end than on the back end. 
>>  Martha Gould-Lehe:When sewing a log cabin quilt - I didn't observe the 
>>illustrations closely enough 
>>  Anna Karron:don't leave permanent markers where toddlers can reach 
>>them! 
>>  Debbie:Quit when I am tired 
>>  chrystal goodrich:The mistake(s) that I have made has made me stronger 
>>but also careful!! 
>>  Alex Van Wyhe:Taking a big swim out of a canoe based on not paying 
>>attention or misreading water. You learn quickly where it's safe to go 
>>when you wind up wet and cold. 
>>  Chad Frey:Listen to your wife the first time. 
>>  JoNell Wallace:being proactive 
>>  Igiugig AJ: Using force is not an acceptable strategy to accomplish any 
>>goal 
>>  Sheri:Don't back up the car with a door open 
>>  Bonnie Lind:making mistakes teach me not to make that same mistake 
>>again. 
>>  Lane Johnson:That I might need a back up camera in the truck now that I 
>>am get older 
>>  Jansy Hansen:wear your grippers on ice 
>>  Melissa Roberts:don't leave nail polish with a toddler girl and two 
>>brothers and a dad 
>>  Igiugig AJ:"A soft answer turneth away wrath" 
>>  Heather Berry:Moose are not docile like horse when you approach them 
>>with apples.... 
>>  Jonathan Smith:Mother in laws can give you great insight into your 
>>spouse 
>>  Shari Neth:Don't lick an icy pipe. 
>>  Mark West:Pay attention to ice while walking out of the building 
>>  LeeAnn Tyree:I analyze what I did wrong and make a correction. 
>>  Martha Gould-Lehe:hi Kat 
>>  Susan Johnson:when I was student teaching I made the mistake of 
>>following what the other student teacher did rather than what I knew was 
>>the right thing to do.  THis was reflected in my grade that term and I 
>>felt terrible, but I learned that I should do what I believe is the 
>>correct thing to do rather than follow someone else 
>>  Kat Souser:Hi Martha 
>>  Kelley Harvey:bringing in stories about famous inventors/inventions is 
>>a great way to illustrate how making mistakes can lead to success. 
>>  chrystal goodrich:That's a great point Kelley!! 
>>  Igiugig AJ:I want to know how to establish that norm when students are 
>>so quick to jump on each other for their mistakes? 
>>  Lane Johnson:Math problems are suppose to be problems not easys, 
>>  Hailey Wooldridge:Good question Igiugig 
>>  Teresa Drawdy:lol.  my students don't just ridicule.  they 
>>chant.......and chant.... 
>>  Martha Gould-Lehe:I  had a problem of week up from Ol Miss and we as a 
>>class would try to solve it - they were usually word problems with a 
>>twist; we regularly got some wrong but we would then work backwards to 
>>find our where we went wrong. Over time we got a lot better - I led it 
>>but let the students do the steps and final answers 
>>  chrystal goodrich:Oh my gosh, my co-teacher is experiencing the same 
>>thing, Teresa. 
>>  Patty Brown:I ask students who is the Brave Soldier who is willing to 
>>share their mistake and help other people.  Now standardized tests ask 



>>kids to "find the error." 
>>  Melissa Roberts:I tell me kids that chanting is only socially 
>>appropriate when cheering someone on. 
>>  Patty Brown:I say sharing a mistake is helping us "study." 
>>  Kelley Harvey:I brought this up last night but a great teaching 
>>strategy for this is "my favorite no" from teaching channel.  highlights 
>>mistakes and what we can learn from them. 
>>  Teresa Drawdy:I have been showing them videos about the benefits of 
>>mistakes and improvements in our world based on mistakes. 
>>  Cheryl Stovner:I knit a sweater and it was way too big so I tore it out 
>>and re did it and it fit perfectly. 
>>  Patty Brown:We are reading it in my fifth grade science class. 
>>  Pam:classroom poster/flyer....Mistakes Celebrated Here! 
>> 
 
True or False questions on the PP slide 
>>Emily:true 
>>  Bonnie Lind:t 
>>  Ashley P:T 
>>  Frances:True 
>>  Cindy McKibben:T 
>>  Mark West:True 
>>  Kelley Harvey:t 
>>  Martha Gould-Lehe:true 
>>  Jim Sheufelt:True 
>>  Kat Souser:true 
>>  Alex Van Wyhe:T 
>>  Heather Berry:TRUEEEEEEE 
>>  Jonathan Smith:true 
>>  Kevin:true 
>>  Hailey Wooldridge:true 
>>  Patty Brown:True 
>>  Pam:t 
>>  Elizabeth A:t 
>>  Mellisa Follette:t 
>>  Teresa Drawdy:true 
>>  JoNell Wallace:true 
>>  Igiugig AJ:t 
>>  Shari Neth:T 
>>  Jansy Hansen:t 
>>  chrystal goodrich:T 
>>  Beth S.:True 
>>  Susan Johnson:true 
>>  Debbie:T 
>>  Patty Brown:I call it "building highways." 
>>  Anna Greger:true 
>>  Cheryl Stovner:true 
>>  Jim Sheufelt:true 
>>  Gwen:t 
>>  Alex Van Wyhe:T 
>>  Cindy McKibben:T 
>>  Pam:t 
>>  Melissa Roberts:true 
>>  Igiugig AJ:true 
>>  Kevin:true 
>>  Emily:true 
>>  Hailey Wooldridge:true 
>>  Beth S.:True 
>>  Kat Souser:true 



>>  Jansy Hansen:t 
>>  Anna Greger:true 
>>  Kelley Harvey:t 
>>  Heather Berry:TRUE 
>>  Frances:true 
>>  Lane Johnson:true 
>>  Gwen:t 
>>  Debbie:T 
>>  Shari Neth:T 
>>  JoNell Wallace:true 
>>  Mark West:true 
>>  Paula Alvana:t 
>>  Kelley Harvey:t 
>>  chrystal goodrich:T 
>>  Cheryl Stovner:T 
>>  Susan Johnson:yes 
>>  Mary Tester:T 
>>  Ashley P:T 
>>  Jonathan Smith:Ture 
>>  Mellisa Follette:t 
>>  Patty Brown:True. A conference speaker told us "Basketball ate my math 
>>brain." 
>>  Ashley P:F 
>>  Cindy McKibben:F 
>>  Pam:f 
>>  LeeAnn Tyree:true 
>>  Beth S.:False 
>>  Kevin:false 
>>  Jim Sheufelt:False 
>>  Emily:false 
>>  Jansy Hansen:f 
>>  Patty Brown:False 
>>  Anna Greger:false 
>>  Kelley Harvey:f 
>>  Igiugig AJ:false 
>>  Heather Berry:FALSE 
>>  JoNell Wallace:false 
>>  Alex Van Wyhe:f 
>>  Hailey Wooldridge:false 
>>  Jonathan Smith:FAlse 
>>  Mary Tester:F 
>>  Bonnie Lind:f 
>>  Susan Johnson:F 
>>  Cheryl Stovner:F 
>>  chrystal goodrich:F 
>>  Melissa Roberts:false 
>>  Shari Neth:F 
>>  Lane Johnson:False 
>>  Frances:false 
>>  Mark West:false 
>>  Paula Alvana:f 
>>  Mellisa Follette:f 
>>  Kat Souser:false 
>>  Gwen:f 
>>  Lee Waters:f 
>>  Ashley P:it just becomes a little harder 
>>  Igiugig AJ:thankfully! 
>>  Patty Brown:Lumosity is helping me immensely!! 
>>  LeeAnn Tyree:The true was a slow response to the last question 



>>  Heather Berry:i heard chocolate consumption helps! 
 
 
>>  Jim Sheufelt:they get set in their ways and don't try new things. 
>>  Beth S.:Fear of failure. 
>>  Kat Souser:stop trying 
>>  Mark West:formal schooling ends 
>>  Frances:they give up 
>>  Diane Crockett:give up too soon 
>>  JoNell Wallace:fear of failure 
>>  Patty Brown:they are afraid to try new things 
>>  Lee Waters:they don't believe they can 
>>  Bonnie Lind:They don't know they can 
>>  Igiugig AJ:they are afraid to take risks 
>>  Emily:they think they are dumb and stop trying to learn 
>>  Elizabeth A:they are resistant to trying something new 
>>  Ashley P:they have a fixed mindset 
>>  chrystal goodrich:mindset 
>>  Pam:they don't believe it would make a difference 
>>  Susan Johnson:they are afraid to try 
>>  Kelley Harvey:they don't take risks 
>>  Teresa Drawdy:quit trying 
>>  Hailey Wooldridge:...they don't continue to value learning as they get 
>>older - focus on what they have to do 
>>  Martha Gould-Lehe:they become complacant 
>>  Chris and Katy:They don't know they can.  Afriad 
>>  Lane Johnson:They don't know about it or how 
>>  Shari Neth:they're afraid to try hard things 
>>  Igiugig AJ:they're busy and stuck in a routine 
>>  Heather Berry:People get settled in 'life' and forget to LIVE 
>>  Jonathan Smith:Fear, time 
>>  Kevin:do not want to take risks 
>>  Paula Alvana:life gets in the way 
>>  Mellisa Follette:they don't believe they can change 
>>  Jansy Hansen:they don't think they can 
>>  Melissa Roberts:stuck in routine 
>>  Patty Brown:don't step off our busy hamster wheels of commitments. 
>>  Cheryl Stovner:they think they don't need to 
>>  Cindy McKibben:they don't understand that they can learn sometihing new 
>>  chrystal goodrich:If you tell yourself "you can't" your mind/brain 
>>believes it. 
>>  Anna Greger:they believe you can't teach an old dog new tricks 
>>  Gwen:don't know what's possible. 
>>  LeeAnn Tyree:fear of failure 
>>  Jonathan Smith:I LOVE the power of yet! 
>>  Kat Souser:Me too 
>>  Lane Johnson:We changed can't to try 
>>  Beth S.:I love that! 
>>  chrystal goodrich:YET is my new favorite word!! Woo Hoo 
>>  Jonathan Smith:isn't that the whole point behind standards based 
>>grading? 
>>  Patty Brown:Whether you say you can or say you can't, you are right." 
>>  Mark West:Funny how my college speech professor wanted to get rid of 
>>the word yet. 
>>  chrystal goodrich:That is funny, Mark 
>>  Chad Frey:Reflection is the greatest. 
>>  Ashley P:Are you proud of your work? You should only turn it in if you 
>>really did your best. 
>>  Teresa Drawdy:probably depends upon how you use it 



>>  Lee Waters:How do kids know they did their best? 
 
Value of peer mentors or teaching buddies: 
>>  chrystal goodrich:I think students talking to their peers helps to 
>>realize how they can strategize differently. 
>>  Heather Berry:I think this is FABULOUS!! I'm going to 'steal' this to 
>>use with science fair project work days! 
>>  Mark West:A question I tend to ask is......."Did you try?" because many 
>>times they didn't especially with social skills. 
>>  Cheryl Stovner:I drove on the river to Bethel and back in a light snow 
>>storm and never got lost.  When I got back I seemed to feel like I had 
>>lots of energy like I had done an exercise program . 
>>  Patty Brown:Ah, the intoxication of success! 
>>  Jonathan Smith:teaching is the best way to learn 
>>  Cheryl Stovner:My mom had a pen pal from Belgium since she was in grade 
>>school and it only ended when the pen pal passed away last year. 
>>  chrystal goodrich:Aw, that is a very sweet story Cheryl. 
>>  David:genuine concern 
>>  Martha Gould-Lehe:Book Buddies where students read and wrote together 
>>  Cheryl Stovner:When we were kids her pen pal sent us the first legos 
>>and we sent them I don't remember 
>>  Shari Neth:Honest feedback is empowering. We can't change what we're 
>>not aware of. 
>>  Patty Brown:I have one started right now, with a high schooler sitting 
>>beside a fifth grader in math. The high schooler is not strong in math, 
>>but he can listen to my instruction then help his protege. 
>>  Lyle Melkerson:I partered my biology class with elementry classrooms 
>>where we cam in with microscopes and we did a few quick lessons 
>>  Hailey Wooldridge:My daughter's school had book buddies and she loved 
>>reading to the younger kids 
>>  Kelley Harvey:For the last few years I have had a student teacher and 
>>it has made me such a better teacher!  I really have to reflect and 
>>discuss lessons and we both benefited! 
>>  Jonathan Smith:I ran the science fair in town for a long time.  I was 
>>always amazed at how much the mentors got out of the program.... they 
>>LOVED being able to pass on their essoteric knowledge with kids who 
>>happen to be interrested in the same thing 
>>  Martha Gould-Lehe:The older kids had a younger grade book budddy 
>>  Heather Berry:What made my mentorship so helpful was that my mentor 
>>bought me a box of QTIPS - quit taking it personally =QTIP I sometimes 
>>have given this to older students who struggle. They understand it. 
>>  Hailey Wooldridge:Alaska Menoring program for 1st and 2nd year teachers 
>>is a great experience! 
>>  chrystal goodrich:I had one that I started with fourth and fifth grade; 
>>reading with second and third grade. 
>>  Lane Johnson:I have had older players coach younger players, especially 
>>strategies 
>>  Jonathan Smith:I use peer tutors in my algebra class religiously 
>>  Mark West:I love QTIP!!! Though I have to constantly remind myself 
>>about it. 
>>  Igiugig AJ:Mixed-age learning is so important and yet hard to manage it 
>>seems in our age-segregated system.  I would like more experience helping 
>>students help each other. See Peter Gray, Maria Montessori, John Holt, 
>>and Oliver deMille for awesome research concerning mentorship. 
>>  Igiugig AJ:It is our natural way of learning 
>>  Emily:with writing we have students do a peer edit as a group so they 
>>can learn how to peer edit 
>>  Diana Kurka Anchorage:My first graders were reading buddies with a 6th 
>>grade class.  The 6th graders had been trained in listening and 



>>encouraging etc.  One of the outcomes was the first graders had less fear 
>>of 'big kids' when they were out on the playground and looked to them for 
>>help. 
>>  Jonathan Smith:I also use peer tutoring to deal with absences, giving 
>>kids a little "something" for mentoring absent kids in lessons that they 
>>missed it is a win, win, win solution 
>>  Frances:I had a high school home ec class come teach my first graders 
>>to knit. This helped for a relationship with older students, younger 
>>students held older ones accountable when seeing them in other settings 
>>  Igiugig AJ:In Writer's Workshop, students give feedback to each other. 
>> 
>>They often take feedback from each other better than they would from me. 
>>  Cheryl Stovner:The new teachers in our district have mentors for the 
>>first two years, it has helped them a lot ..I was to have one but the 
>>mentor said she did not know how to mentor a sped teacher.  I said thats 
>>okay..I could answer any questions about sped if you want ..I don't mind 
>>just having a mentor 
>>  Shari Neth:At our school, elders and parents show kids how to cut fish 
>>they've caught while ice fishing. 
>>  Lane Johnson:When mentoring teachers on classroom management mine gets 
>>better, challenges me to understand why things work and don't 
>>  Cheryl Stovner:so helpful 
>>  Patty Brown:One of the things kids need to put effort into is figuring 
>>out where the gap in their understanding is. That takes time. When we 
>>grade work in class, I ask, "Who missed a problem but you don't know 
>>why?" 
>>  chrystal goodrich:Heather I agree and love the "QTIP" comment. I 
>>struggled with this at the beginning of the year and now seem more 
>>confident. 
>>  Teresa Drawdy:The thing I am trying to train my students to understand 
>>is that we don't really take it personally. 
>>  Teresa Drawdy:They tend to feel that if they are behaving poorly (and 
>>they know it), that I have to be angry and taking it personally and that 
>>I then, must not like them.  But that is not the case. 
>>  chrystal goodrich:I have students that will shut down becuase of how 
>>sensitive they are. Some days are really tough!! 
>>  Diana Kurka Anchorage:It's one of the assignment Options if you take 
>>the webinar for credit. 
>>  Teresa Drawdy:That is not fun, chrystal 
>>  Cheryl Stovner:Sometimes healthy food helps 
>>  Chris and Katy:I have that on my wqall 
>>  chrystal goodrich:I share fruit, cheese, and crackers. 
>>  Teresa Drawdy:Fruit and cheese would be worth their weight in gold here 
>>  Cheryl Stovner:yes some schools have grant for getting fresh fruit. 
>>  Teresa Drawdy:that is good.  :) 
>>  Teresa Drawdy:I know we have some for our middle schoolers 
>>  Carol Hutto:Hi, I'm late. Was in student conferences. Sorry. 
>>  chrystal goodrich:I am probably very giving, somedays too much. But 
>>it's who I am. And I love role modeling how "mindset" affects our whole 
>>being and day!! 
>>  Mark West:Cheryl. Don't give up it may have taken me a year and a half 
>> 
>>but a student I have is finally opening up and willing to talk about 
>>feelings. 
>>  Teresa Drawdy:i love that idea, but our classes are so small, they 
>>would know who did it. 
>>  Cheryl Stovner:The longer you are at a school the more the students 
>>will trust and open up.  They are afraid you will just leave like most 
>>do 



>>after a short time.. 
 
Take Aways from todays webinar: 
>>  Pam:yet 
>>  Igiugig AJ:"yet" 
>>  chrystal goodrich:The word "yet" 
>>  Emily:yet 
>>  Cheryl Stovner:Use the word yet 
>>  Jim Sheufelt:Yet 
>>  Mary Tester:the power of YET 
>>  Ashley P:Effort level Anchor chart 
>>  Anna Karron:Encouraging students using growthmindsets! 
>>  Frances:Praise for effort and to use the word yet 
>>  Cindy McKibben:talking about tenacity definition with my students 
>>  Elizabeth A:using the concept of yet 
>>  LeeAnn Tyree:Being aware of how I praise students 
>>  Shari Neth:productive praise 
>>  Teresa Drawdy:keep standards high 
>>  Heather Berry:I want for them and MYSELF to start phrasing our 
>>'issues' 
>>better 
>>  Kevin:yet 
>>  Deanne Carroll:Ask more questions about kids effort 
>>  Lee Waters:Inorporate more YES language with students 
>>  Anna Greger:the power of yet 
>>  Teresa Drawdy:even while praising effort 
>>  Hailey Wooldridge:I need to monitor my praise of student work, make 
>>sure I'm not prasising mediocre work 
>>  Susan Johnson:use Yet and talk about effort 
>>  chrystal goodrich:I will use this tomorrow, and the "effort level" 
>>  Mellisa Follette:Productive Praise 
>>  Kevin:how I praise my students 
>>  Paula Alvana:I would like to make my own effort level chaart 
>>  Jansy Hansen:ask more questions about student thinking 
>>  Gwen:yet, charts, peer mentors 
>>  Jonathan Smith:I was reminded of the power of yet and the power of 
>>putting students in the role of teachers 
>>  Pam:Is this really my best work? 
>>  Carol Hutto:mindsets of educators is good to think about 
>>  Mark West:that its important to share how the brain works even for 
>>young kids. 
>>  Elizabeth A:creating with the students a chart with ways to revise 
>>what 
>>we are thinking 
>>  Molly Reggiani:check out growth mindset videos for the students 
>>  Martha Gould-Lehe:  NOt rigorous enough adds to the drop out rate 
>>  Lane Johnson:Fewer and more thought provoking questions 
>>  Jim Sheufelt:More peer review/tutoring. 
>>  Patty Brown:Be more thoughtful in my praising. 
>>  Cindy McKibben:training my students in the growth midset 
>>  Jonathan Smith:more peer reveiw and tutoring 
>>  Frances:student mentoring 
>>  Martha Gould-Lehe:more specific praise 
>>  Gwen:how brain works, 
>>  Jansy Hansen:be aware of my own set 
>>  Ashley P:flexible student grouping 
>>  Mary Tester:i used yet when a student said i cant do it and she 
>>repeated after 4time so being persistent and allowing more time 
>>  Deanne Carroll:Sharing book with teachers in my school 



>>  Bonnie:We celebrate mistakes in my classroom and we use the word yet. 
>>  Chad Frey:thoughtful praising 
>>  Shari Neth:modeling how students can explain their thinking with each 
>>other. 
>>  Paula Alvana:peer mentoring and being more thoughtful of my words 
>>  Patty Brown:Talking about the brain. Listening to our language of 
>>growth mindset. 
>>  Mark West:working on my mindset. 
>>  Kevin:how the brain works 
>>  Bonnie Lind:using yet 
>>  Pam:focusing on things that students can say to themselves (questions) 
>>  Igiugig AJ:Deliberately replacing fixed mindset vocab with growth 
>>mindset vocab 
>>  chrystal goodrich:Revisiting how important it is for us to make 
>>mistakes. 
>>  Gwen:checking in with my own mindset! 
>>  Cheryl Stovner:Developing mindset 
>>  Mary Tester:teaching students and vocab about how to grow their brains 
>>  Patty Brown:Mistakes are evidence that someone tried something 
>>challenging. 
>>  Kelley Harvey:I have been wanting to start talking about our brain and 
>>how much we learn from our mistakes.  I have lots of ideas in my head 
>>right now I want to try 
>>  Alex Van Wyhe:Fail, fail better, fail forward! 
>>  chrystal goodrich:Right on Alex 
>>  chrystal goodrich:I love it!!!!! 
>>  Mary Tester:more effective feedback to students for better student 
>>outcomes and strategizing 
>>  Mark West:allowing mistakes without negative responses about what 
>>happened. 
>>  Jonathan Smith:I love fail forward.... thanks Alex! 
>>  Jim Sheufelt:Lots of practice 
>>  Kelley Harvey:I want to also remember to keep coming back to that. 
>>With 2nd graders they are totally "into" brains and how they work! 
>>  Hailey Wooldridge:It's our only contact with the "outside world" 
>>  Mark West:Alex! fail forward is a great idea. 
>>  Cheryl Stovner:yes 
>>  Mark West:True Hailey 
>>  Mary Tester:where is class syllabus? 
>>  Cindy McKibben:thank you.  Goodnight! 
>>  Jonathan Smith:Thanks for a great webinar Amy 
>>  chrystal goodrich:Thank you, Amy!! 
>>  Ashley P:Thanks! 
>>  Mark West:Thank you Amy! 
>>  Anna Karron:Awesome!! We've been having great discussions as a staff 
>>about this as your presenting! 
>>  Kelley Harvey:I can't wait for our next meeting! 
>>  Chris and Katy:Thank you Amy 
>>  Chad Frey:Thank you 
>>  Mary Tester:looking forward to next class! 
>>  Pam:Thanks Amy for staying up for us - I lived in WV for 20 years -- 
>>it's late there! 
>>  Diana Kurka Anchorage:dianakurka@gci.net  If you have any questions 
>>about the credit $125. for one graded credit. 
>>  Patty Brown:Thank you, Amy. I am inspired. 
>>  Patty Brown:The flexibility for learning for credit is great. Thank 
>>you. 
>>  Amy Moritz:Goodnight everyone!  Don't forget that I need three 
>>people/groups for the Jeopardy game (webianr 3). 



>>  Hailey Wooldridge:Heather Berry and I want to be a team! 
>>  Chris and Katy:Katy and Chris would love to be a Jeopardy team 
>>  Diana Kurka Anchorage:Yea Hailey!!  Would you email me at 
>>dianakurka@gci.net 
>>  Diana Kurka Anchorage:Alright!  Thanks Chris and Katy! 
>>  Kat Souser:Thank you all! 
>>  Teresa Drawdy:I would like to be on one 
>>  Mellisa Follette:I can be on one as well 
>>  Pam:pam would play 
>>  Beth S.:JoNell and I will be a team. (Chad? Wanna join?) 
>>  Teresa Drawdy:ok :)  that will be good.  :) 
>>  David:illbe with theresa 
>>  Anna Karron:Thank you! 
>>  David:david macri 
>>  David:with theresa 
>>  chrystal goodrich:Diana 
>>  Teresa Drawdy:ok, thank you.  :) 
>>  Teresa Drawdy:good night 
>>  Bonnie Lind:good night 
>>  chrystal goodrich:I need to register for two other webinars. How do I 
>>do that 


